Home Edition

We have decided to continue this Bulletin for a
while because many of us are still at home.

June
# Some Things to Try
Walk the Dog(s)
Wash the dog(s)
Be grateful you can see
Water the plants
De-clutter one area
Find a new Hot weather food recipe
Fire up the grill
Sweep the outside area
Sit down and rest for ½ hour
Make some Lemonade
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The Funnies/Did You Know
Dussehra
Is a yearly festival in India since
the 17th century celebrating the
triumph of Good over evil, light
over darkness, and wisdom over
ignorance.
The Pattern
on each dog’s nose is unique, just
like a person’s fingerprint.
Dogs Dream.
Their brain activity during sleep is
similar to humans, although larger
breeds do not dream as much as
smaller dogs.
The first
seeing-eye dogs were trained
during the 1750s in Paris, France.
The first training manual for guide
dogs was published in Vienna by
Johann Wilhelm Klein in 1819.
Ailurophilia
Is a term for the Love of cats,
which comes from a Greek term.

Don’t forget your 15 minutes of Sketching
.

Google ART Question
What skills are needed for realism in art
.
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This Weeks Google Question:
What, and how old, is the largest
plant on earth ?

We Hold Up in Prayer
Our Homebound Members,
Our Grieving Members,
The Families of
Ronnie Murr, & Groome Fulton
Our Recovering Members
Charles Riehs, Carol Pierce,
JD Dobbins, Linda Embler,
Nancy Blair, & Anne Compton

How to make
Hummingbird Water
To make your own
hummingbird nectar,
you'll need to mix one
part refined white
sugar with four parts
warm tap water until
the sugar is dissolved.
Fill your hummingbird
feeder with the cooled
sugar water and place
it outside. Any extra
sugar water you make
can be stored in a
refrigerator until it's
time to refill your
feeder .
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Keep Practicing . . .

Step 4:
To determine where your shape ends in
space, draw lines from VP3 through both
sets of lines receding toward the two
horizon VPs.
Step 5:

Draw lines from the back corners
toward the opposite horizon VPs
and you’ve completed a simple
shape in three-point perspective.
You can erase any construction
lines as needed.
From there, it’s easy to explore
making more complicated shapes, so
long as you remember that all lines
should recede toward one of the three
VPs.
Tip: By constructing your vanishing points
outside your picture plane, you can easily
avoid the problem of accidentally drawing
outside the triangle.
There are a few ways to do this:
•

•

You can tape down your paper to
keep it stationary, then place
pieces of tape on your work
surface outside of your paper to
locate your VPs.
Or you can keep your VPs on the
page, place a rectangle within the
triangle and only draw within
that rectangle. Later, you can
crop your image to the size
of this smaller rectangle.

